
SPEEDPACK
Tabletop 300



A smart semi-automatic bagger that excels in simplicity, flexibility and productivity!
This compact tabletop (semi-) automatic packaging system efficiently bags and seals your products at high speed. 
The Speedpack Tabletop is a versatile bagging machine, electrically powered (no compressed air needed) operating 
from pre-opened bags-on-a-roll. Just simply choose your ideal bag size, plug in the Speedpack Tabletop and start 
packing your products. 

A continuous air flow opens the bag and optimizes an easy manual product loading. From the user-friendly touch 
panel the sealing parameters can easily be adjusted. Even, 50 jobs can be stored to ensure optimal performance and 
productivity. The Speedpack Tabletop generates a cost efficient step forward in warehouse packaging, creating labor 
savings by (semi-) automating your packaging process. Wide varieties of products can quickly be packed and film rolls 
can easily be exchanged from the front side, saving operating time. Combining the simplicity of manual filling with a 
smart semi-automatic bagging system generates the extra value to your production area, improving speed, capacity 
and flexibility. Integrating an optional handshake function will enable easy integration in warehousing or production 
lines, creating direct efficiency improvements.

A smart semi-automatic bagger
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Speedpack Tabletop 300 

Technical specificatons

Maximum seal length 300 mm

Seal width 1,5 mm

Min./max. bag width 50 - 300 mm

Min./max. bag length 75 - 500 mm 
(310 mm - support table)

Max. capacity 20 bags per minute

Max. film roll diameter 255 mm

Max. reel core diameter 27 mm

Film type PE,PP, PA/PE

Max. film thickness 25 - 150 micron

Voltage 230 V – 1 – 50/60Hz

Consumption 500 Watt

Nett dimension 450 x 650 x 595 mm

BENEFITS
- Labor savings by implementing simple semi-automation
- No compressed air needed: fully electrically powered
- Easy product loading
- Automatic and manual operation mode
- High capacity: up to 20 bags per minute
- Compact design 
- User-friendly touch panel
- Easy film changeover from front side
- Low maintenance
- Sealing length up to 300 mm
- Self-diagnostic problem solving

OPTIONS
- Bag stretcher (for wider film)
- Support table (for heavy products)
- Handshake for communication with peripherals 
- Coding options on request


